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Historian and Bram Stoker Award Nominee W. Scott Poole traces the confluence of military
history, technology, and art that gave us modern horror films and literature. From Nosferatu to
Frankenstein’s monster, from Fritz Lang to James Whale, the touchstones of horror can all trace
their roots to the bloodshed of the First World War. Bram Stoker Award nominee W. Scott Poole
traces the confluence of military history, technology, and art in the wake of World War I to
show how overwhelming carnage gave birth to a wholly new art form: modern horror films and
literature."Thoroughly engrossing cultural study . . . Poole persuasively argues that the birth
of horror as a genre is rooted in the unprecedented destruction and carnage of WWI." —Publishers
Weekly (starred review)
Austrian toponymist Bernhardt Fingerberg makes his way back to civilization following a solo
expedition out on Vatnajokull Glacier, barely alive. While recuperating, Dr. Lassi digs into the
scholar's strange trek into the treacherous mountainous wasteland of Iceland: Öræfi. Was he
really researching place names out there, or retracing the footsteps of a 20-year-old crime
involving someone very close to him?
First published in 1922, "The Waste Land" is T.S. Eliot's masterpiece, and is not only one of
the key works of modernism but also one of the greatest poetic achievements of the twentieth
century. A richly allusive pilgrimage of spiritual and psychological torment and redemption,
Eliot's poem exerted a revolutionary influence on his contemporaries, summoning forth a rich new
poetic language, breaking decisively with Romantic and Victorian poetic traditions. Kenneth
Rexroth was not alone in calling Eliot "the representative poet of the time, for the same reason
that Shakespeare and Pope were of theirs. He articulated the mind of an epoch in words that
seemed its most natural expression." As influential as his verse, T.S. Eliot's criticism also
exerted a transformative effect on twentieth-century letter, and this new edition of The Waste
Land and Other Writings includes a selection of Eliot's most important essays. In her new
Introduction, Mary Karr dispels some of the myths of the great poem's inaccessibility and sheds
fresh light on the ways in which "The Waste Land" illuminates contemporary experience.
It's the roaring twenties and London's elite enjoy a Great Gatsby lifestyle where more-is-more
and greed-is-great. Poets like Robert Frost are the rock stars of the time, attracting several
thousand fans to a reading. But beneath the veneer, fascism's message of nationalism,
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traditional values, return to former greatness and violent intolerance are on the rise in
England and America. When an obscure, painfully shy bank clerk wanders onto the literary scene,
all of this bubbles to the surface. The Wasteland is the untold story of T.S. Eliot, his secret
struggle with being gay, the people left in the wake of his meteoric career trajectory and the
madness that helped produce his greatest work.
The Waste Land
War in the Wasteland
The Waste Land, and Other Poems
Illustrated
Software Wasteland
The Waste Land (1922) is a poem by T.S. Eliot. After suffering a nervous breakdown, Eliot took a
leave of absence from his job at a London bank to stay with his wife Vivienne at the coastal
town of Margate. He worked on the poem during these months before showing an early draft to Ezra
Pound, who helped edit the poem toward publication. The Waste Land, dedicated to Pound, includes
hundreds of quotations of and allusions to such figures as Homer, Sophocles, Virgil, Ovid,
Dante, Saint Augustine, Chaucer, Baudelaire, and Whitman, to name only a few. Divided into five
sections—“The Burial of the Dead;” “A Game of Chess;” “The Fire Sermon;” “Death by Water;” and
“What the Thunder Said”—The Waste Land is a complex poem that translates Eliot’s fragile
emotional state and increasing dissatisfaction with married life into an apocalyptic vision of
postwar England. The poem begins with a meditation on despair before moving to a polyphonic
narration by figures on the theme. The third section focuses on death and denial through the
lens of eastern and western religions, using Saint Augustine as a prominent figure. Eliot then
moves from a brief lyric poem to an apocalyptic conclusion, declaring: “He who was living is now
dead / We who were living are now dying / With a little patience.” Both personal and universal,
global in scope and intensely insular, The Waste Land changed the course of literary history,
inspiring countless poets and establishing Eliot’s reputation as one of the foremost artists of
his generation. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this
edition of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land is a classic of English literature reimagined for modern
readers.
This reissue of the first edition, now back with its original publisher, brings to life the most
important poem of the 20th century, which defined modernity after the First World War, for a new
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generation of readers.
Biographical material accompanies reproductions of T. S. Eliot's original manuscript and notes
Danielle Clark is done with the Resistance. After years of leading a relentless charge against
the National Armed Forces, she has nothing left to give. Her brother Lucas in tow, Dani leaves
the frontlines for the solitude of the wastelands, content to start a new life as a scavenger.
Dani thought she’d finally found peace until the general’s daughter, Katelyn Turner, shows up on
her doorstep and brings the fight right back to her. Now Dani has to decide what to do about
Kate, ranking member of the NAF, a once-sworn enemy…and a woman she can’t keep out of her head.
The growing spark of attraction forces Dani into an impossible choice between her newfound life
and Kate’s fate. She must act quickly or risk losing everything.
Animula; Wood Engravings
The Great War and the Origins of Modern Horror
Abandoned in the Wasteland
The Old Man and the Wasteland
The Waste Land (Liveright Classics)
This volume brings together the full contents of Prufrock and Other Observations (1917), Poems (1920), and
The Waste Land (1922), together with an informative introduction and a selection of background materials.
Included as well are two of Eliot’s most influential essays, “Tradition and the Individual Talent” (1919) and
“The Metaphysical Poets” (1921). As with other volumes in this series, the material appearing here is for the
most part drawn from The Broadview Anthology of British Literature, acclaimed as “the new standard” in the
field. Appendices include a wide range of contextual materials pertaining to Modernism; writings by Ezra
Pound, H.D., and Mina Loy; reviews of The Waste Land; art by Wyndham Lewis; and excerpts from essays by
Virginia Woolf and others.
A guidebook to the allusions of T.S. Eliot's notorious poem, The Waste Land , Reading The Waste Land from
the Bottom Up utilizes the footnotes as a starting point, opening up the poem in unexpected ways. Organized
according to Eliot's line numbers and designed for both scholars and students, chapters are free-standing and
can be read in any order.
SallyÕs just your everyday post-apocalyptic young woman, shooting mutant fauna by day, hanging at the local
bayou bar by night. She might be slightly insane, but thatÕs all to the good after the fall of civilization. But
Sally cares about one thing above all others, and thatÕs her innocent, fair-haired boy, Tommy. When Tommy
takes off on a treasure hunt to the forbidden city of New Orleans, Sally follows the boy she loves on his
expedition, because hell knows he canÕt take care of himselfÉ! A satirical popcorn adventure, punctuated with
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garish set pieces and bawdy one-liners, Sally of the Wasteland is intended for the enjoyment Ð and delight Ð of
mature audiences! Collects Sally of the Wasteland 1-5
In an eloquent history of landscape and land use, Vittoria Di Palma takes on the “anti-picturesque”—how
landscapes that elicit fear and disgust have shaped our conceptions of beauty and the sublime.
Suburbia's Dead End Kids
T.S. Eliot's The Wasteland
Reading The Waste Land from the Bottom Up
Updated Edition
Their Champion Book One
"From Ritual to Romance" by Jessie Laidlay Weston. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
This Companion offers fresh critical perspectives on T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land that will be invaluable to scholars, students, and
general readers.
Part Hemingway, part Cormac McCarthy's The Road, a suspenseful odyssey into the dark heart of the post-apocalyptic American
Southwest. Forty years after the destruction of civilization, human beings are reduced to salvaging the ruins of a broken world. One
survivor's most prized possession is Hemingway's classic The Old Man and the Sea. With the words of the novel echoing across the
wasteland, a living victim of the Nuclear Holocaust journeys into the unknown to break a curse. What follows is an incredible tale of grit
and endurance. A lone traveler must survive the desert wilderness and mankind gone savage to discover the truth of Hemingway's
classic tale of man versus nature. Now with a new introduction by author Nick Cole.
A collection of T.S. Eliot’s most important poems, including “The Waste Land” and “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock.” T. S. Eliot is
one of the most important and influential poets of the twentieth century. His unique and innovative evocations of the folly and poetry of
humanity helped reshape modern literature, with poems such as “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,” included here, and most notable,
the title poem, “The Waste Land,” his groundbreaking masterpiece of postwar decay and redemption. Since its publication in 1922,
“The Waste Land” has become one of the most widely studied modernist texts in English literature. Gathering together many of Eliot's
major early poems, distinguished Harvard scholar and literary critic Helen Vendler presents an invaluable portrait of T. S. Eliot as a
young poet and examines the artistry and craft that made him a Nobel laureate and one of the most significant voices in modern verse.
American Wasteland
The Wasteland Chronicles Collection: Books 1-3
From St. Louis to The Waste Land
A Novel
Revelation
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"The Waste Land" by T. S. Eliot. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need
to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Daisy Coble had been a good mother, and so she was ashamed to find out from Donny’s teacher
that he had been misbehaving. He was noisy, lazy, disruptive, and he was caught smoking. At
night, she lay awake wondering where she had gone wrong, and how she could have failed as a
parent. Unsure of herself, Daisy follows the advice of professionals, and hires Donny a tutor
with some unusual ideas to set the boy straight. But, has the gap between them grown too wide
to bridge? First appearing in the pages of Seventeen Magazine, “Teenage Wasteland” has become
one of Anne Tyler’s most widely beloved short stories—an affecting and masterful portrait of a
life interrupted and a family come undone. A Vintage Short.
What Tom Vanderbilt did for traffic and Brian Wansink did for mindless eating, Jonathan Bloom
does for food waste. The topic couldn't be timelier: As more people are going hungry while
simultaneously more people are morbidly obese, American Wasteland sheds light on the history,
culture, and mindset of waste while exploring the parallel eco-friendly and sustainable-food
movements. As the era of unprecedented prosperity comes to an end, it's time to reexamine our
culture of excess. Working at both a local grocery store and a major fast food chain and
volunteering with a food recovery group, Bloom also interviews experts—from Brian Wansink to
Alice Waters to Nobel Prize–winning economist Amartya Sen—and digs up not only why and how we
waste, but, more importantly, what we can do to change our ways.
A world-ending meteor. An invasion of monsters. A desperate fight for survival... Alex Keener
has lived all of his sixteen years in Bunker 108. He's walked the same metal halls, seen the
same faces, has followed the same rules. All that changes when a viral outbreak forces him to
flee the safety of his bunker. Outside, he discovers a barren world twisted by the impact of
the meteor Ragnarok thirty years ago. Alone, he must wander a brutal landscape, where every
breath is a fight for survival. Monsters haunt the planet's surface, and nothing of the old
world remains. Can Alex survive this hellish wasteland, or will he become its newest victim?
Apocalypse
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The Wasteland
The Waste Land and Other Writings
Sally of the Wasteland
On the Wasteland
Representing the essential T. S. Eliot, these 25 works include the title poem plus the complete Prufrock ("The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,"
"Portrait of a Lady," others) and the complete Poems.
Argues that the First Amendment can be used on behalf of children to make sure television nurtures rather than harms them
A discounted bundle of the first three Wasteland Chronicles books. A world-ending meteor. An invasion of monsters. A desperate fight for
survival... Alex Keener has lived all of his sixteen years in Bunker 108. He's walked the same metal halls, seen the same faces, has followed the
same rules. All that changes when a viral outbreak forces him to flee the safety of his bunker. Outside, he discovers a barren world twisted by
the impact of the meteor Ragnarok thirty years ago. Alone, he must wander a brutal landscape, where every breath is a fight for survival.
Monsters haunt the planet's surface, and nothing of the old world remains. Can Alex survive this hellish wasteland, or will he become its newest
victim?
Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner • New York Times Notable Book • NPR’s Best Books of 2020 • BookPage’s #1 Mystery and Suspense of
2020 • Sun Sentinel’s #1 Best Mystery of 2020 “I loved Blacktop Wasteland...[A] fast-paced, bareknuckle thriller.” -Stephen King “A roaring,
full-throttle thriller, crackling with tension and charm.” -The New York Times Book Review "One of the year's strongest novels." -Sun Sentinel
A husband, a father, a son, a business owner...And the best getaway driver east of the Mississippi. Beauregard “Bug” Montage is an honest
mechanic, a loving husband, and a hard-working dad. Bug knows there’s no future in the man he used to be: known from the hills of North
Carolina to the beaches of Florida as the best wheelman on the East Coast. He thought he'd left all that behind him, but as his carefully built
new life begins to crumble, he finds himself drawn inexorably back into a world of blood and bullets. When a smooth-talking former associate
comes calling with a can't-miss jewelry store heist, Bug feels he has no choice but to get back in the driver's seat. And Bug is at his best where
the scent of gasoline mixes with the smell of fear. Haunted by the ghost of who he used to be and the father who disappeared when he needed
him most, Bug must find a way to navigate this blacktop wasteland...or die trying. Like Ocean’s Eleven meets Drive, with a Southern noir twist,
S. A. Cosby’s Blacktop Wasteland is a searing, operatic story of a man pushed to his limits by poverty, race, and his own former life of crime.
Authoritative Text, Contexts, Criticism
Wasteland
The Cambridge Companion to The Waste Land
Blacktop Wasteland
Oraefi
April is the cruellest month, breeding Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing Memory and desire, stirring Dull roots with spring rain. Winter
kept us warm, covering Earth in forgetful snow, feeding A little life with dried tubers. Summer surprised us, coming over the
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Starnbergersee With a shower of rain; we stopped in the colonnade, And went on in sunlight, into the Hofgarten, 10 And drank coffee, and
talked for an hour. Bin gar keine Russin, stamm' aus Litauen, echt deutsch. And when we were children, staying at the archduke's, My
cousin's, he took me out on a sled, And I was frightened. He said, Marie, Marie, hold on tight. And down we went. In the mountains, there
you feel free. I read, much of the night, and go south in the winter.
The text of Eliot s 1922 masterpiece is accompanied by thorough explanatory annotations as well as by Eliot s own knotty notes, some of
which require annotation themselves."
Teenage Wasteland provides memorable portraits of "rock and roll kids" and shrewd analyses of their interests in heavy metal music and
Satanism. A powerful indictment of the often manipulative media coverage of youth crises and so-called alternative programs designed to
help "troubled" teens, Teenage Wasteland draws new conclusions and presents solid reasons to admire the resilience of suburbia's dead
end kids. "A powerful book."—Samuel G. Freedman, New York Times Book Review "[Gaines] sheds light on a poorly understood world and
raises compelling questions about what society might do to help this alienated group of young people."—Ann Grimes, Washington Post
Book World "There is no comparable study of teenage suburban culture . . . and very few ethnographic inquiries written with anything like
Gaines's native gusto or her luminous eye for detail."—Andrew Ross, Transition "An outstanding case study. . . . Gaines shows how teens
engage in cultural production and how such social agency is affected by economic transformations and institutional
interventions."—Richard Lachman, Contemporary Sociology "The best book on contemporary youth culture."—Rolling Stone
A groundbreaking new biography of one of the twentieth century's most important poets On the fiftieth anniversary of the death of T. S.
Eliot, the award-winning biographer Robert Crawford presents us with the first volume of a comprehensive account of this poetic genius.
Young Eliot traces the life of the twentieth century's most important poet from his childhood in St. Louis to the publication of his
revolutionary poem The Waste Land. Crawford provides readers with a new understanding of the foundations of some of the most widely
read poems in the English language through his depiction of Eliot's childhood—laced with tragedy and shaped by an idealistic, bookish
family in which knowledge of saints and martyrs was taken for granted—as well as through his exploration of Eliot's marriage to Vivien
Haigh-Wood, a woman who believed she loved Eliot "in a way that destroys us both." Quoting extensively from Eliot's poetry and prose as
well as drawing on new interviews, archives, and previously undisclosed memoirs, Crawford shows how the poet's background in Missouri,
Massachusetts, and Paris made him a lightning rod for modernity. Most impressively, Young Eliot reveals the way he accessed his inner
life—his anguishes and his fears—and blended them with his omnivorous reading to create his masterpieces "The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock" and The Waste Land. At last, we experience T. S. Eliot in all his tender complexity as student and lover, penitent and
provocateur, banker and philosopher—but most of all, Young Eliot shows us as an epoch-shaping poet struggling to make art among
personal disasters.
Wanderer of the Wasteland
The Waste Land and Other Poems
The Waste Land, Prufrock and Other Poems
Young Eliot
Children, Television, & the First Amendment
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Zane Grey, premier chronicler of the American West and legendary storyteller, is sure to captivate new and loyal fans with this reissue
of the last of his four Western epics.
Nick Cole sends us on a suspenseful odyssey into the dark heart of post-apocalyptic America in this three-part adventure Forty years
after a devastating thermonuclear Armageddon, mankind has been reduced to sal-vaging the ruins of a broken world. In a style that's
part Hemingway and part Cormac McCarthy's The Road, The Wasteland Saga chronicles the struggle of the Old Man, his
granddaughter, and a mysterious boy as they try to survive the savage lands of this new American Dark Age. With the words of the Old
Man's most prized possession—a copy of Hemingway's classic The Old Man and the Sea—echoing across the wasteland, they journey
into the unknown through three incredible tales of endurance and adventure in a land ravaged by destruction. Compiled for the first
time in print, The Wasteland Saga comprises Nick Cole's novels The Old Man and the Wasteland, The Savage Boy, and The Road is a
River.
The world ended and with it so did the rules.I was stolen from my family and raised in the Wastelands to the North. I did what I had to
ensure my survival. I became The Champion, with my history carved into my skin for all to see.Now I spend my days drinking and
hiding from my past until four newcomers offer me a job I can't refuse. When my past and future mix I must once again rise and fight.
This time it's not for my freedom, it's for my happiness.*18+ Reverse Harem Romance. Warning this book contains scenes and
references of abuse that some readers may find triggering.*
Newly revised and in paperback for the first time, this definitive, annotated edition of T. S. Eliot's "The Waste Land "includes as a
bonus""all the essays Eliot wrote as he was composing his masterpiece. Enriched with period photographs, a London map of cited
locations, groundbreaking information on the origins of the work, and full annotations, the volume is itself a landmark in literary
history. "More than any previous editor, Rainey provides the reader with every resource that might help explain the genesis and
significance of the poem. . . . The most imaginative and useful edition of "The Waste Land" ever published."--Adam Kirsch, "New
Criterion ""For the student or for anyone who wants to get the maximum amount of information out of a foundational modernist
work, this is the best available edition."--"Publishers Weekly"
From Ritual to Romance
Three Novels: Old Man and the Wasteland, The Savage Boy, The Road is a River
Prufrock and Other Observations
Teenage Wasteland
The Wasteland Saga
The Waste Land, first published in 1922, is not far from a century old, and it has still not been surpassed as the most famous of all modern
poems. In many ways, it continues to define what we mean by modern whenever we begin to speak about modern verse. At the same time, as
Ted Hughes once observed, it is also genuinely popular, and not just among the cogniscenti or the degree-bearing. “I remember when I taught
fourteen-year-old boys in a secondary modern school,” Hughes once said, “of all the poetry I introduced them to, their favourite was The Waste
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Land.” Not for nothing was it included, in its entirety, in The Oxford Book of Twentieth Century English Verse (1973), edited by Philip Larkin,
a poet not known otherwise for his hospitality to modernism. The poem’s appeal is intellectual, certainly, but also visceral. It fulfils in miniature
the demands that Eliot made of the great poet at large: “abundance, variety, and complete competence” – the first of those criteria of greatness
all the more surprising, and moving, to find accomplished in a poem that has its starting place in so barren a human territory. The poetry is
modern in a wholly self-conscious way, but the modernity of Eliot’s poem stems in large part from a strikingly powerful awareness of what’s
past. In this book, the Oxford scholar Seamus Perry points out some of the fruits of that acute historical awareness – and shares his own
admiration of, and pleasure in, the extraordinary voicings and counter-voicings of this perpetually great work.
Prufrock and Other Observations (1917) is a collection of poems by T.S. Eliot. Published following the successful appearance of “The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” in the June 1915 issue of Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, Prufrock and Other Observations established Eliot’s
reputation as a leading English poet and pioneering literary Modernist. Opening with “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,” the collection
begins with an invocation of Dante, whom Eliot saw as an important innovator of a polyphonic, referential poetry capable of interrogating and
dramatizing the construction and representation of the self. The poem is written from the perspective of a repressed, despairing middle-aged
man who meditates on his relationships with women and the regrets he has accumulated with age. In “Preludes,” a poem of urban malaise, Eliot
“thinks of all the hands / That are raising dingy shades / In a thousand furnished rooms,” and reaches for an understanding of the world as “some
infinitely gentle / Infinitely suffering thing.” Other poems include “Morning at the Window,” another brief vision of city life, “The Boston
Evening Transcript,” a satirical reverie on time and community, and “Cousin Nancy,” a humorous lyric celebrating Miss Nancy Ellicott, who
unabashedly “smoked, / And danced all the modern dances. Both personal and universal, global in scope and intensely insular, Eliot’s poetry
changed the course of literary history, inspiring countless poets and establishing his reputation as one of the foremost artists of his generation.
With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of T.S. Eliot’s Prufrock and Other Observations is a
classic of English literature reimagined for modern readers.
A young orphan discovers a dream world which allows her to escape the unpleasant realities of everyday life in the orphanage, but her intense
attachment to fantasy almost ends in disaster.
Alex and friends return to a Wasteland in turmoil... The Raiders are scattered, the Exiles hunted, and the feuding Vegas gangs plot one another's
destruction. Makara, head of the New Angels, has the difficult task of convincing disparate groups to work together before it's too late. As
humanity fights amongst itself, the Great Blight prepares its final onslaught. And at the center of it all, there is a secret that could spell the end
of the invasion. It is a revelation only Alex can discover, and it might cost him everything...
How the Application-Centric Mindset is Hobbling our Enterprises
How America Throws Away Nearly Half of Its Food (and What We Can Do About It)
The Annotated Waste Land with Eliot's Contemporary Prose
A History
Know what’s causing application development waste so you can turn the tide. This is the book your Systems Integrator and your
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Application Software vendor don’t want you to read. Enterprise IT (Information Technology) is a $3.8 trillion per year industry
worldwide. Most of it is waste. We've grown used to projects costing tens of millions or even billions of dollars, and routinely
running over budget and schedule many times over. These overages in both time and money are almost all wasted resources.
However, the waste is hard to see, after being so marbled through all the products, processes, and guiding principles. That is what
this book is about. We must see, understand, and agree about the problem before we can take coordinated action to address it.
The trajectory of this book is as follows: In Chapter 1, we explore how bad the current state is. The three industries that address
software waste are discussed, including the legacy software industry, neo-legacy software industry, and legacy modernization
industry. Examples of application waste are illustrated from both public and private sectors. In Chapter 2, we explore the
economics of the software industry. Although the economic tradeoffs are changing at the speed of Moore’s Law, our approaches
are not keeping pace. Learn how information systems really behave in terms of actual application development. In Chapter 3 we
use “root cause analysis” to reveal the real contributors to this situation, which are dependency, redundancy, complexity, and
application centricity. Chapter 4 recounts the many failed attempts we’ve made in the past to deal with information system
complexity, including relational databases, ERP systems, enterprise data modeling, service oriented architectures, and APIs,
Agile, data warehouse and business intelligence, outsourcing and offshoring, cloud, Software as a Service (SaaS), data lakes,
machine learning, and artificial intelligence. Chapter 5 dismantles seven fallacies that contribute to our remaining stuck. For
example, the first fallacy is “We need detailed requirements or we won’t get what we want.” The quagmire is not affecting all
sectors of the economy equally. Chapter 6 looks at how this is playing out in the government and private sectors, large and small
companies, and various parts of the IT industry itself. Chapter 7 outlines some action you can take now to begin to extricate
yourself, including a detailed assessment and defining metrics for measuring and preventing software development waste.
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